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Abstract 
In the last few decades, forward genetics approaches have been 
extensively used to identify gene function. Essentially, forward 
genetics is the elucidation of the genetic basis of a specific phenotype 
by screening a population containing random genomic modifications 
that alter gene function. These approaches have shed light on some 
essential gene functions in development and disease and have 
expanded the realm of understanding for genetic disorders. Due to 
the availability of efficient mutagenesis methods, phenotyping 
techniques, reliable validation, comprehensive sequence information 
and translational potential, mouse models are favored for forward 
genetics approaches. However, in this post-genomic CRISPR-Cas9 era, 
the relevance and future of forward genetics was brought into 
question. With more than 7300 mouse strains archived and close 
interactions with several leading mouse researchers around the 
world, INFRAFRONTIER - the European Research Infrastructure for 
mouse models organised a panel discussion on forward genetics at 
the International Mammalian Genome Conference 2018 to discuss the 
future of forward genetics as well as challenges faced by researchers 
using this approach in the current research environment. The 
commentary presents an overview of this discussion.
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Introduction
Forward genetics is an approach that identifies the genetic 
basis of a specific phenotype. In medicine, this translates to the  
discovery of mutations that are responsible for a genetic dis-
ease. Contrary to reverse genetics that starts with a specific gene 
and studies the effects of its altered expression on phenotype, 
forward genetics uncovers the genes behind a particular pheno-
type (Figure 1). Briefly, such an approach starts with a screen to 
identify a mutant phenotype that is either naturally occurring 
or artificially induced, for example by N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea  
(ENU), a potent mutagen (de Angelis et al., 2000) (Acevedo-
Arozena et al., 2008). Next, the phenotype producing population 
is mapped followed by mapping of responsible candidate genes 
and sequencing to find the causative mutation. In the final step, 
the candidate mutation is validated using genetic engineering  
approaches.

Over the years, forward genetics has made significant contribu-
tions to human genetics research. For example, the etiology of 
several monogenic diseases like Rett syndrome (Buchovecky  
et al., 2013) and Huntington’s disease (Macdonald et al., 1993) 
have been successfully discovered using forward genetics 
approaches. The mutations responsible for complex phenotypes 
and disorders like obesity (Zhang et al., 1994), infertility (Hu  
et al., 2019) and circadian rhythm dysregulation (Vitaterna  
et al., 1994) were also successfully identified using model 
organisms like mice. The biggest advantage of this approach 
is its unbiased nature for establishing a clear relationship  
between a mutation and disease phenotype.

At a scientific review meeting of the Helmholtz Center Munich  
in February 2018, an interesting discussion was initiated  
about the current status and future directions of forward genetics.  
‘Where does forward genetics fit in other technologies in 

this post-genomic era and what is its relevance?’. This initial  
discussion led to the organization of the Forward Genetics Panel 
Discussion at the International Mammalian Genome Conference 
2018 (IMGC 2018). The objective of the panel discussion was to  
explore the current state and future of forward genetics in the  
light of the recent developments in (functional) genomics 
and data-driven science. The panellists consisted of interna-
tional leaders in the field of mouse genetics and pioneers in  
forward genetics approaches. The panel discussion was chaired  
by Prof. Dr. Martin Hrabě de Angelis.

The panel discussion was preceded by a lecture from  
Prof. Dr. Bruce Beutler (Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, 
2011) on his ongoing state-of-the-art forward genetics screens 
to uncover mutations leading to immunological phenotypes.  
This entire session on Forward Genetics at the IMGC 2018  
was hosted by INFRAFRONTIER via the IPAD-MD project.

Panellists
Prof. Dr. Bruce Beutler, director of the Center for the  
Genetics of Host Defense (UT Southwestern Medical Center), 
has been one of the foremost leaders in the field of forward  
genetics and has made several key discoveries in immunology  
using this approach. Currently, his team conduct robust and  
automated forward genetics screens to identify genes respon-
sible for specific physiological processes like immunity,  
metabolism, developmental and neurobehavioral functions.

Prof. Dr. Monica Justice is the head of the Genetics and  
Genome Biology Program at the Hospital for Sick Children  
(SickKids). Prof. Justice pioneered the use of ENU-based  
chemical mutagenesis approaches in mice and she has recently 
shown DNA damage response contributes to the pathology of Rett 
Syndrome.

Dr. Laura Reinholdt is an associate professor at the The  
Jackson Laboratory and has led the cloning of several ENU  
alleles responsible for aberrant meiotic chromosome dynam-
ics under the Reprogenomics ENU program. Her group is 
widely interested in the development and application of both 
forward and reverse genetic approaches for understanding the  
etiology of genome variation and its role in health and disease.

Prof. Dr. David Beier, director of the Center for Developmental  
Biology and Regenerative Medicine at the Seattle Children’s 
Research Institute, has been on the forefront of several major  
developments in the genetic analysis of model organisms  
including the application of ENU mutagenesis for developmental 
investigation and for sequence-based analysis.

Prof. Dr. Nadia Rosenthal is the scientific director of The  
Jackson Laboratory and a renowned expert in the use of  
mice for targeted mutagenesis in the study of muscle develop-
ment, disease and repair. An integral part of EUCOMM, the  
European Conditional Mouse Mutagenesis Program, she coor-
dinated the selection and production of new Cre driver strains  
for the international mouse genetics community.

Figure 1. Forward and reverse genetics. Forward genetics (e.g., 
mutagenesis screens) involves identifying the genetic basis of a 
phenotype while reverse genetics (e.g., ectopic expression) involves 
genetic manipulation and study of the resulting phenotype.
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Dr. Ruth Arkell heads the Early Mammalian Development  
Laboratory at the John Curtin School of Medical Research (ANU)  
and has conducted several forward genetics genome-wide 
ENU mutagenesis screens at MRC Harvell and ANU. She now  
focuses on the genetic mechanisms that control mammalian  
gastrulation and the consequences of incorrect gastrulation.

Prof. Dr. Martin Hrabě de Angelis, director of the European 
Mouse Mutant Archive (EMMA) and the Institute of Experimental  
Genetics at the Helmholtz Center Munich, is a strong proponent  
of forward genetics and has made several prominent discov-
eries in the field of genetics using ENU mutagenesis forward  
genetics screens.

Contribution of forward genetics towards 
understanding the genetic basis of human disease
According to the panellists, there was no one particular  
forward genetics contribution that was the important towards 
the better understanding of human diseases and mammalian  
physiology. Some of the notable contributions of forward genet-
ics were the discovery of Toll-like receptor (TLR)-4 as the  
lipopolysaccharide sensor (Poltorak et al., 1998) and discovery  
of Clock gene as the central regulator of mammalian circadian 
rhythm (Daxinger et al., 2013), discovery of early mammalian 
development genes (Anderson, 2000) and models for metabolic 
bone diseases (Sabrautzki et al., 2012).

In their view, forward genetics is the re-evaluated application  
of classical mendelian genetics because it also deals with  
the heritability of quantifiable traits. It has gained more importance 
in the last few decades as the actual complexity of the genome  
has started to become evident.

Relevance of forward genetics in the post-genomic 
era
Forward genetics is remains highly relevant in the post-genomic  
era. Human geneticists are realising the importance of mouse  
models replicating the exact mutation found in human patients 
whereas previously they heavily relied on sequencing, asso-
ciation studies and reverse genetics to understand complex 
human diseases. The impact of environment and diet on  
diseases is widely acknowledged now. In addition, in most cases  
it is not a single gene but a network of genes that is responsi-
ble for a disease. Therefore, more sophisticated human diseases  
models are needed to accurately emulate complex human patholo-
gies. One of the main advantages of forward genetics approaches 
is their unbiased nature, requiring no prior knowledge of a  
biological pathway. In addition, a wide spectrum of mutations 
is possible using mutagens that can create a variety of alleles  
(hypomorphicm hypermorphic, neomorphic and conditional)  
alleviating the problems of lethality. With their unbiased nature, 
forward genetic approaches can determine which genetic  
regulatory networks have pathogenic consequences and also 

Figure 2. The INFRAFRONTIER Forward Genetics Panel Discussion at the IMGC 2018.
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employ complex mouse models which would be immensely  
helpful to human geneticists.

Advancements in forward genetics
In the last few decades, several advancements have led to  
significant progression of forward genetic screens. Some of them 
are listed below:

Positional cloning: The process of positional cloning, i.e. the  
identification of the causative mutation, was expedited by  
the publication of the annotated mouse genome in 2002 and  
sequencing of whole mammalian exomes. Previously, such  
sequencing endeavours required more than 9 years to complete  
and now can be accomplished in a few weeks.

Genetic mapping: Another breakthrough was the ‘instant 
positional cloning’ technique that could resolve disease phe-
notypes almost instantaneously (Wang et al., 2015) thereby 
removing the bottleneck of genetic mapping. High-through-
put sequencing (HTS) technologies have expedited forward 
genetic screens with rapid mutation discovery (as reviewed by  
Simon et al., 2012). An approach called mapping-by-sequencing 
uses next-generation sequencing to simultaneously map and 
identify causal mutation by sequencing bulk populations of 
recombinant offspring (Schneeberger et al., 2009). A number  
of recent advancements of this approach have made forward 
genetic screens more accessible. These advancements include 
methods that are independent of reference genome sequences,  
genetic crosses and any kind of linkage information (as reviewed 
by Schneeberger, 2014). The use of whole-genome sequenc-
ing (WGS) has also made it possible to study mutant lines in an 
inbred genetic background and identify elusive genetic modifiers  
(Geister et al., 2018).

Mutant production: CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing has  
been used in forward genetics screens to create genome-wide  
mutant libraries because to its easier scalability. In addition,  
unlike chemical mutagens or radiation, CRISPR allows the  
generation of mutant libraries with known mutation sites. On 
one side, the development and use of inbred mice also made  
forward genetic screens easier. These strains possess a near 
overall homozygosity in their genetic loci making the identifi-
cation of the causative mutation faster and cheaper. While on 
the other side, genetic screens have also started to utilize geneti-
cally diverse mouse strains that are generated by out-breeding  
and not by mutagenesis. These offer the advantage of replicat-
ing the genetic diversity found in humans to a certain extent 
and also capture structural genetic variants that are missed by  
mutagenesis (Saul et al., 2019).

Phenotype screening: Several new technologies have greatly 
improved the efficacy of phenotype screening methods used  
in forward genetics screens. These include induced pluripotent  
stem cells, 3D-culture systems and organ-on-a-chip. In  
addition, the use of in vivo models, like fruit flies, C. elegans and 
mice, in phenotypic screens have opened up new avenues for  

forward genetics by standardising phenotyping pipelines. These 
technologies and advancements have enabled forward genetic 
screens to realistically recapitulate human disease biology.

Validation: The use of CRISPR also enabled efficient validation  
of disease mutations by the rapid generation of specific mouse 
models reproducing the disease phenotype. 

Thus, the last few decades of advancements in genome editing,  
in vitro and in vivo models, and sequencing technologies  
collectively propelled forward genetic screens.

Future of forward genetics
Human geneticists primarily rely on mapping of genetic vari-
ants (genome-wide association studies) to determine pathogenic 
genetic changes. As mentioned previously, forward genetics 
is invaluable in this regard and can provide an efficient way to 
molecularly assess and validate such mutations thereby bridging 
the relationship between functional genetic variation and human  
diseases.

CRISPR-Cas9 has been a disruptive technology in field of  
genetic engineering. The efficiency, accuracy and ease of  
operation compared to previous technologies has also brought 
CRISPR-Cas9 into functional genomics screens as well.  
Not only has it improved reverse genetics, i.e. the validation  
of discovered mutations (mentioned above), but several stud-
ies have also shown its usefulness in forward genetics  
screens. As reviewed by Sharma & Petsalaki (2018), these 
pooled CRISPR-Cas9 screens offer the possibility to investigate  
a very large number of genetic changes in one screen.

Forward genetics screens are in fact promising classical genet-
ics tools that are customizable and easy to use. This aspect is 
especially enticing for various research groups to undertake 
smaller customized screens that are specifically tailored to a sci-
entific question. Subsequent services like cloning, phenotyp-
ing, genetic mapping and sequencing can be supported by larger  
core centres or infrastructures.

Challenges (technical and financial) in the field of 
forward genetics
As stated earlier, positional cloning was a major rate limiting  
step in forward genetics screen which has been overcome  
with the ‘instant positional cloning’ method. The speed and  
affordability of current-generation sequencing technologies has 
also greatly helped in this direction. However, these advancements  
have led to the generation of large amount of genotypic and  
phenotypic data increasing the demand for the mechanistic  
analyses needed to make sense of precisely how specific  
mutations lead to specific phenotypes. As mentioned earlier, 
CRISPR is a promising tool for forward genetics. However,  
its use in forward genetics can still be improved by minimising  
off-target effects, and by targeting isoforms or splice variants and 
non-coding sequences like regulatory elements.
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One of the main challenges faced in forward genetics today  
is the competition for funding from human geneticists with 
funding agencies arguing that animal models like mice are not  
suitable tools to discover, validate and study disease causing  
mutations. As mentioned earlier, human geneticists require  
allele-specific models for translational research of human  
diseases that can also be used for preclinical studies. The  
generation of such ‘synthetic complex disease models’ is currently 
only possible in mice.

One aspect that still requires improvements is the automated  
handling of animal models in these screens as they involve  
breeding and housing of large number of mutant animals and their 
subsequent progeny which is labour-, time-, and cost-intensive. 

Possible cooperative efforts from the forward 
genetics community
It was agreed upon that a collective effort is required to bring  
back forward genetics into the limelight and promote its use 
in present and future biomedical research. One such coopera-
tive effort would be to develop a precision model generation and  
robust phenotyping pipeline for characterizing human func-
tional genetic variation in mouse models. This pipeline could be  
used by human geneticists to investigate pathogenic allelic  
variations and enable mouse geneticists to provide valuable  
and reliable support to human geneticists.

More focus should be placed on gene regulatory path-
ways and not on individual genes, especially when involv-
ing model organisms. This would circumvent the problem 
of missing orthologs in humans. In addition, more effective 
ways need to be applied to translate molecular mechanisms to  
phenotypes.

Apart from deciphering the relationship between functional  
genetic variation and disease, it is also important to focus  
on the biology of the disease as a whole.

Closing remarks
It was evident from the panel discussion that forward  
genetics is still valuable to human genetics and is needed  
to understand the genetic basis of human diseases. In addition,  
animal models (especially mouse models) hold enormous  
potential when combined with forward genetics screens  
and can efficiently complement human genetics research in the 
form of precise disease models. Recent advances in genome  
editing, sequencing technologies and mutant generation have  
made forward genetics screens accessible to the wider commu-
nity of biomedical researchers. Consequently, this needs to be 
effectively communicated to the scientific community and pol-
icy officials. The panellists agreed that a review or commentary  
highlighting the outcomes of the panel discussion would be a  
logical next step. Another tangible outcome was the renewed 
focus on bringing together and strengthening interactions 
between forward, mouse and human geneticists in upcoming  
INFRAFRONTIER stakeholder meetings and conferences.
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This is a much needed discussion/summary as it addresses the ongoing backlash against forward 
genetics of complex traits and disease models that human geneticists have instigated against 
quantitative geneticists that employ model organisms. 
 
Many of my comments below are with regard to proofing, with a few conceptual 
comments/suggestions

Definition of “forward genetics” at the beginning seems ENU-centric and does not sound 
like it includes QTL and GWAS. “random genomic modifications that alter gene function” 
(includes both naturally occurring and artificially induced). 
 

1. 

There must be a word missing here: “the phenotype producing population is mapped…” the 
phenotype producing population variance is mapped? Also, too many “mapped”s in this 
sentence. 
 

2. 

“The mutations responsible for complex phenotypes and disorders…” I would change to 
“Mutations contributing to complex phenotypes and disorders…” (We do not know the full 
genetic architecture yet of any complex disease or phenotype.) 
 

3. 

“there was no particular forward genetics contribution that was the important” – should say 
“the most important”? 
 

4. 

“quantifiable traits” should be “quantitative traits” 
 

5. 

“in their view, forward genetics is the…” should be “in their view, contemporary forward 
genetics comprises….” 
 

6. 

“Forward genetics is remains…” should be “Forward genetics remains…” 7. 
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“Therefore, more sophisticated human diseases models…” should be “…more sophisticated 
models of human diseases….” 
 

8. 

“In addition, a wide spectrum of mutations is possible using mutagens that can create a 
variety of alleles…” This sentence omits natural alleles that also comprise a wide variety of 
non-lethal yet sometimes large-effect mutations on phenotypes 
 

9. 

Another advantage of forward genetics in model organisms is the detection of epistasis and 
the study of its biological interactions and mechanisms. Modifiers were mentioned once 
under the section “Mutant Production” 
 

10. 

While, mapping with highly diverse, outbred populations was mentioned, mapping with less 
diverse, yet more highly recombinant populations such as commercial outbred was omitted. 
These have the advantage of producing even higher resolution QTLs. Also, the use of 
reduced complexity crosses (RCCs) between near isogenic strains was omitted. There are 
several advantages to RCCs (speed, two clear genetic backgrounds to demonstrate 
necessity and sufficiency, etc.) 
 

11. 

There is definitely a bias in this article toward the mutagenesis side of forward genetics 
(e.g., the repeated discussion/mention of “instant positional cloning” but positional cloning 
is not instant for QTL/GWAS studies of natural genetic and phenotypic variation. High-
resolution QTLs is an advancement. Positional cloning has become more precise with WGS 
as one can precisely select a panel or markers to monitor recombination events for fine 
mapping/cloning 
 

12. 

In my opinion, no specific concrete examples were elaborated upon in any level of depth to 
make the case that forward genetics in model organisms is relevant and offers advantages 
over discovery based genetics in humans. I applaud the effort behind arranging this panel 
and summarizing the discussion but I think there is room for making a stronger case for 
forward genetics in model organisms than currently stands. Perhaps this brief article is not 
the venue for achieving this goal as it seems to represent what was actually discussed at the 
panel rather than what could have been discussed or what should have been discussed in 
greater detail.

13. 

 
Is the topic of the opinion article discussed accurately in the context of the current 
literature?
Yes

Are all factual statements correct and adequately supported by citations?
Yes

Are arguments sufficiently supported by evidence from the published literature?
Partly

Are the conclusions drawn balanced and justified on the basis of the presented arguments?
Yes
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The manuscript entitled "Moving forward with forward genetics: A summary of the 
INFRAFRONTIER Forward Genetics Panel Discussion" provides a summary and visions arising from 
the panel discussion of the INFRAFRONTIER program on forward genetics. The authors were 
panelists at the occasion and have submitted a well-structured synopsis that can be used as a 
reference for the present state and future directions. As such it will be useful for transparently 
documenting for the interested scientific community and policy makers in Europe. Although the 
article is well written, some details below could be considered by the authors for further 
improving the readability. 
 
Specific points:

The title raises expectations of insights into how to perform forward genetics but the article 
falls a bit short of delivering on this. The authors could consider including more information 
on new technologies that might be incorporated into forward genetics such as CRISPR Cas 
systems that have seen tremendous success in the past few years. Is it conceivable that 
both field synergies such that onboarding of base editors into forward genetics could 
provide an opportunity for developing the CRISPR applications further? 
 

1. 

The present version of the article does not make it easily accessible to a wide readership as 
to the commendable accomplishments in the past. For improving the impact of the 
manuscript it could be suggested to provide a concrete example. Maybe from one of the 
works of the panelists. 
 

2. 

Research on the organism level has the great advantage of allowing to study physiology 
questions. This appears to come at of cost and one wonders if over time methods and 
technologies have come forth that would make the endeavour more efficient going into the 

3. 
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future. Could the authors briefly introduce the limitations and bottlenecks of forward 
genetics in mice at present? This could then serve to position the present proposal of 
future-forward genetic studies. Citing current research of new ways for introducing 
mutations more efficiently or unmasking phenotypes would provide the reader with 
concrete ideas and make the text more exciting. 
 
In general, it seems clear that genetics is an important method for gaining insights into 
disease and developmental biology. The text appears to focus specifically on forward 
genetics. On one hand, this appears to artificially limit discussion and on the other hand, the 
authors themselves cite applications that seem to be not clearly forward genetically in 
nature. Page 4, right column, beginning of the last paragraph discusses the analysis of 
human disease mutations in mice. This likely could be seen as a reverse genetics approach. 
It would appear important to specifically define this in order to avoid confusing readers. 
 

4. 

Page 5, right column, beginning of the last paragraph briefly refers to CRISPR technology 
and raises current problems. It would be interesting to briefly state how this system could 
be used and a promising tool as it appears that limitations might be overcome quickly in 
this rapidly progressing field. A comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of both 
systems could be informative for the reader. 
 

5. 

In the introduction, the authors refer to the MeCP2 mutation in mice as a model of human 
RETT syndrome. It might be wise to consider more careful wording as in strict genetics 
terms the disease is caused by heterozygosity in female patients whereas it is a 
homozygous / hemigynous mutation that leads to motor impairment in mice. Maybe a 
sentence reconciling the phenotypic and genetic differences could be included for factual 
correctness. 
 

6. 

 As the manuscript is considered as a policy document it would appear of importance to 
position the proposed method against related approaches. Given the enormous efforts in 
time and cost for maintaining mice, the authors might wish to explain the big advantages 
over culture-based approaches. Firstly, redundancy among genes can be unmasked by 
observing the phenotype in different tissues where redundant factors might not be masked. 
Secondly, complex physiological interactions can only be studied in the tissues and organs 
of the organism and therefore the proposed approach would extend competing approaches 
that aim to identify the molecular basis of human disease in culture systems. Would a 
proposal based on large numbers of animals not appear untimely without considering 
alternative approaches?

7. 

 
Is the topic of the opinion article discussed accurately in the context of the current 
literature?
Yes

Are all factual statements correct and adequately supported by citations?
Partly

Are arguments sufficiently supported by evidence from the published literature?
Yes
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The commentary by Khan et al. is an interesting and timely reminder about the strengths of 
forward genetic screens in mice and nicely points out recent developments in the field that assure 
that such screens remain valuable in understanding gene function and disease mechanisms. 
 
I have a few suggestions below:

Abstract: “in development and diseases”, I would suggest adding “in the maintenance of 
homeostasis”. 
 

1. 

The section: “Briefly, such an approach starts with a screen to identify a mutant phenotype 
that is either naturally occurring or artificially induced, for example by N-ethyl-N-
nitrosourea (ENU), a potent mutagen” should also mention transposons and CRISPR as 
means to introduce mutations in forward screens. 
 

2. 

Figure 2 is not very useful – I would suggest making a figure with portrait pictures of the 
panelists that could nicely go with their introductions. 
 

3. 

Contributions of… section: The first sentence “According to the panelists, there was no one 
particular forward genetics contribution that was the important towards the better 
understanding of human diseases and mammalian physiology” is not clear and perhaps it 
might be a better read to start the section with a positive notion. 
 

4. 

The following sentence should be re-phrased for clarity: “CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing has 
been used in forward genetics screens to create genome-wide mutant libraries because to 
its easier scalability.” 
 

5. 
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One way to cope with the challenges of forward genetic screens in mice it to use the same 
methodologies (ENU, crispr etc) in cultured cells, and the use of haploid cells for 
mutagenesis (as described by the Jackson lab, PMID: 27820796 1 and my lab PMID: 
29515774 2 and PMID: 32690882 3) provides a serious alternative for cellular phenotypes.  

6. 

 
Typos:

In the intro section for Prof B Beutler, “Currently, his team conduct robust...” should be 
“Currently, his team conducts robust…” 
 

○

“Therefore, more sophisticated human diseaseS models are needed to accurately emulate 
complex human pathologies.” should be “Therefore, more sophisticated human disease 
models are needed to accurately emulate complex human pathologies.” 
 

○

“As stated earlier, positional cloning was a major rate limiting step in forward genetics 
screen which has been overcome with the ‘instant positional cloning’ method.” should be  
“As stated earlier, positional cloning was a major rate limiting step in forward genetic 
screens, which was overcome by ‘instant positional cloning’.” 
 

○

“…hold enormous potential when combined with forward genetics screens” should be 
“…hold enormous potential when combined with forward genetic screens”

○
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